HOSU
Patricia Urquiola, Spain
As mobile work moves around, it often needs to spread out - at home, at universities, in hotel rooms, even in creative business environments. Hosu offers an integrated and hidden cable pass-through. Hosu wrap creates rear and side storage pockets. The convertible version of Hosu enables the user to quickly switch from a seated to a reclined position by pulling its smart handle to reveal a footpad.

“Hosu is a habitat to relax, work, think, and read. It’s a different approach to a work lounge that removes all formality and replaces it with comfort.”
— Patricia Urquiola
Hosu is offered three ways: a solo 36-inch fixed version, a 36-inch convertible chaise, and as a 64-inch fixed two-person sofa. It features rear and side storage pockets and comes in SIX exclusive colors. Hosu offers wire pass through at the base to easily connect to laptops, tablets and mobile devices.
Product Features

Three versions:
- Single flip lounge
- Single fixed lounge
- 2 seater sofa

Made out of:
Frame: 100% plywood.
Wrap: 100% recyclable upholstered ABS plastic.
Rear and side storage pockets.
Pillow included.
Flip lounge features include: handle to open out the lounge, footpad with Ultra Fusion durable fabric or Elmosoft leather, and hidden cable pass-through.
Available in 6 standard Hexa fabric colors designed by Patricia Urquiola exclusively for Hosu. Also available in all Elmosoft leather colour palette (monochrome leather recommendation by Patricia Urquiola).

Surface Materials

Hexa Fabric

- CL50 Dark Grey
- CL51 Lt. Grey
- CL52 Blue
- CL53 Green
- CL54 Red
- CL55 Yellow

Ultra Fusion Fabric (100% polyurethane)

- 500-3721 Caviar Black
- 500-3721 Portabella Grey

Elmosoft Leather Curated Palette by Patricia Urquiola

- 93068 Cinder
- 33001 Russet
- 95006 Bourbon
- 01003 Truffle
- 01040 Buff

Pull Tab Colors

- CL40 Red
- CL41 Blue
- CL42 Black